Technology

Phase 3

Each student grades 2-8 should be working on code.org 15-25 minutes a day! Student participation will result in a weekly participation grade. Failure to do so will result in a zero for the weeks participation grade.

Directions:

1. Log into code.org
2. Continue with Google (on the right side click the red box)
3. Log in using your google account.
4. Once you are in you will see (my dashboard) on the top left hand side. Click on that!
5. Go all the way to the bottom to where it says Classroom Sections - you will see it says your homeroom name and then in Blue it will say Course A or B (2019) click on that!
6. Then select the yellow tab that says try now and you will just continue on doing each lesson as you pass them.

This is a never ending website with tons of lessons to keep you busy! I hope this explanation helps you all! If you have anymore questions, please ask me! I hope everyone is doing well, I miss you all!

Mrs. Wagoner
rwagoner@paterson.k12.nj.us
Daily Assignment:

Visit:  [www.code.org](http://www.code.org)

Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)

Sign in using your Paterson Google Account

This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  **PWZHQ**
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:    VRYJLR
Daily Assignment:

Visit: https://code.org/join and enter SYSWSG
Direct URL: https://studio.code.org/sections/SYSWSG
Section Name: Campo
Name: Find Student Name
Secret Picture: Select on picture given to the student

Click on it and begin!
Daily Assignment:

Visit: https://code.org/join and enter RBQPBG
Direct URL: https://studio.code.org/sections/RBQPBG
Section Name: Bernal
Name: Find Student Name
Secret Picture: Select on picture given to the student

Click on it and begin!
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  [www.code.org](http://www.code.org)
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class: XVNRHK
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org

Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)

Sign in using your Paterson Google Account

This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  NKWMKN
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  [www.code.org](http://www.code.org)
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  MGCXLV
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  [www.code.org](http://www.code.org)

Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)

Sign in using your Paterson Google Account

This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  JBGJMM
Mrs. Wagoner
Technology Lesson
Grade 4-1 Troll

Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:   MFKVKL
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  DKZKNF
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  JTHSGW
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  BHDXDD
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class: RLSKMY
Mrs. Wagoner
Technology Lesson
Grade 5-3 Chichester

Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class: WMQDMG
Mrs. Wagoner

Technology Lesson
Grade 6-1 Toor

Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org

Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)

Sign in using your Paterson Google Account

This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  RHCYBC
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  [www.code.org](http://www.code.org)
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  SWDNJZ
Mrs. Wagoner

Technology Lesson
Grade 6-3 Minadeo

Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  DRDQDC
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class: MFJSCF
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:   MWCPHP
Mrs. Wagoner

Technology Lesson
Grade 7-3 Abayhan

Daily Assignment:

Visit:  www.code.org

Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)

Sign in using your Paterson Google Account

This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  MBMVXR
Daily Assignment:
Visit:  [www.code.org](http://www.code.org)
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class:  PXCQPN
Daily Assignment:
Visit: www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class: LQPKYD
Daily Assignment:
Visit: www.code.org
Select Sign In – Continue with Google (Red Tab)
Sign in using your Paterson Google Account
This will take you into your personal dashboard on code.org – scroll directly to the bottom to find your course you are assigned to. Click on it and begin!

If you are not assigned to a course, please add the following code to join your class: DHZKZP